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vocabulary Tnstruction

in (eorgia's Postsecondary Peading Programs

While researchers interested in vocabulary knowledge tend to

he influenced by various theoretical perspectives, for example,

the instrumental hypothesis, the antitude hypothesis, or the

knowledge hypothesis (Anderson A. Preebody, 1q7(1), there is little

argument that vocabulary knowledge is a correlate of linguistic

competence.

A consistent research finding over the years has been that

word knowledge is related to reading comprehension (Potzum, 1q51;

Clark, 1q72; navis, 1q44, lgAR; Pruchter, lgAR; wrigley,

Saunders, A. vewhaus, lqqR). more recently researchers have

observed the interrelationships between both disciplinespecific

vocabulary and advanced general vocabulary with content mastery

in college courses (Sartain, loRl, Sartain, Stahl, Ami, Rohn,

qmolenski, .9/. Stein, 1oR9). quch a relationship between

reading comprehension and vocabulary knowledge underscores the

need for a viable vocabulary development component in Post

secondary reading courses.

qince postsecondary institutions in rleorgia (n =Q7) offer

developmental or remedial reading courses, the researchers wished

to determine the breadth and depth of the vocabulary development

curriculum offered by these developmental reading programs.

cuestionnaires covering asnects of vocabulary instruction were

sent to the directors of developmental reading nroprams at each

of the identified postsecondary institutions across the state.



mhe questionnaire covered three broad categories of vocabulaiy

instruction: (1) the emphasis placed on vocabulary development,

(2) the practices followed in expanding students' vocabularies,

and ("A) the materials used for instruction.

A total of 49 postsecondary reading specialists from 70

institutions returned completed questionnaires. mh es e

questionnaires were grouped in four general categories by

institution: (1) community colleges (i.e., community colleges,

junior colleges, nursing schools), (2) comprehensive colleges,

(i.e., liberal arts colleges, technical colleges, bible colleges,

agricultural colleges), ('A) universities, and (4) vocational-

technical schools. mhe purpose of this article is to share the

findings of this survey with postsecondary reading specialists.

Results of the Survey

Published vocabulary Development materials

nne of the primary goals of the survey was to determine

which published materials were used regularly by postsecondary

reading nrograms in leorgia. A review of Subject auide to_rooks

in Print (19FrA) shows that college reading specialists may choose

from over 4r) vocabulary texts, workbooks, and tradebooks

appropriate for postsecondary reading instruction. Furthermore,

Pahe (1,17n) found that vocabulary development activities have

been included regularly in college reading texts. Tnstructors,

in addition, may utilize soecialized skill-sequence kits, audio-

visual instructional systems, computer software, and self-

designed materials.
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one of the initial nuestions on the survey asked the

resrondents to specify which materials they assigned or used

during the 1082-10cri academic year. The responses show that

community college instructors tend to assign either vocabulary

workbooks'or reading and study-skills texts for developing

students' vocabulary levels. Instructors from four year colleges

and technical colleges assign a Pull range of texts, skills kits,

and audio-visual materials. University instructors assign

vocabulary texts and also employ content field materials

developed by their respective programs. mhe respondents from the

vocational/technical schools favor skills kits and audio-visual

systems, but they also use vocabulary workbooks and program-

designed systems to a lesser degree.

The responses to this open-ended item indicate that no

Particular text is an overwhelming favorite across all of the

institutional categories; however, seven of the community college

respondents, 47°4 of the pool, assign raining Word Power (Rubin,

reference note 1). Other texts with multiple responses Include

veys to a Powerful Vocabulary (Maker and Lanier, 10R2), 9

responses; moday's Tianguage (fliers, Williams and Jacobs, 10S1), 4

responses; and 1100 Words YOU Need to vnow (Bromberg and Gordon,

1Q71) 4 responses. Seventeen other responses were spread across

nearly as many texts or workbooks. mraditional reading and

study-skills texts which contain vocabulary components (e.g.,

PriAging the rap, Smith, 10R1; opportunities for skillful

Reading, Joffe, 10R0) were noted by resnondents. Skill

sequence kits (e.g., the multiple Skills Series, Boning, 107R)



were mentioned cy 19 specialists, a majority of whom are teaching

in vocational/technical schools. Tn fact, AP& of the specialists

from the 1-i vocational/technical institutions utilize skill-

building kits.

The responses to open-ended items requesting specialists to

state their primary reasons for selecting vocabulary texts were

grouped into eight general categories. While a majority of the

respondents did not specify a particular reason for choosing a

text, ?qc't .ndicated that the specific set of words covered in a

text influenced the decision for adopting a text. Additional

factors influencing instructors' selection of text include: (1)

ease of use for self-paced instruction or for small group

instruction-274, (2) breadth of instructional approaches-22c4,

(1) emphasis on context clues-16°f, (4) extent of practice

activities - -14', (9) interest level of text or activitiesA&

(6) convenience of textAc4, and (7) emphasis on word elements--

96e. Reveral respondents, particularly those from community

colleges and vocational-technical schools, noted that they do not

receive regularly examination copies of texts and hence have a

limited pool of materials from which they choose new class

materials.

Assessment Tnstraments Used in Classes

The vocabulary section of a standardized survey level

reading test is used regularly by '7 of the respondents. Given

the findings of other studies (Gordon, 1c)P; Poueche and Rno,

1977), it was not surprising to discover that the relson-l)enny
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Peadinr Test (grown, 1470 is the preferred instrument; 7q3! OP

the respondents nrePerred this instrument. Flpecialists using the

NelsonDenny are employed primarily at comprehensive colleges

(n=121, but a number (n=7) are from community colleRes. The

other survey test which were mentioned include the Comprehensive

Test of Pasic skills (1 TM), the mcarawPill Pasic skills system,

(Paygor, 1470), the Towa Silent Peadin Test (Parr, 1q77)), and

the Stanford Diagnostic Peadi"ng Test (Varlsen, madden, P gardner,

1q7O. vearly of half the respondents (n.F;) from the vocational

technical schools use the Test of Adult Paste Pducation (1470,

and one resnondent listed the Wide Pange Achievement Test

(.Tastak * Jastak, 107R). of particular interest is the fact that

42°4 of the respondents emnloyinr a survey level test use the

instrument for diagnostic purposes.

only 12°1 of the respondents use a standardized vocabulary

test, and the only one mentioned by a respondent was the Pasic

Word Vocabulary Test (Dupuv, 1q7c1. ether forms of assessment

used regularly by the resnondents include: (1) informal

vocabulary tests included in a teacher's manual for a text--q64,

(21 informal vocabulary tests develoned by the resnondent--44,

and vocabulary tests developed by the respondent's denartment

or

Table 1 rresents the regular testing activities undertaken

by the respondents from each institutional category. -)iagnostic

testing Practices are also noted in this table.



Place Table 1 about here

Postsecondary reading snecialists may use several assessment

Procedures in measuring their pupils' achievement of the specific

instructional units presented in class. The researchers were

particularly interested in determining when tests were given

relative to instructional units (i.e., chapter tests, section

tests, final tests, and pretest-posttest designs). Responses to

the auestion were similar for the most part, since c2c4 use

Pretest-posttest, 50,4 use section tests, 464( use chapter tests,

and 4'( employ final tests. Table 2 shows the Percentages of

respondents utilizing specific tests for assessing vocabulary

instruction.

Place Table 2 about here

There are a number of formats for test items that post-

secondary reading specialists can develop for inclusion in their

teacher-made vocabulary tests. Respondents were directed to

identify which of seven common item formats they included

regularly on their respective instruments.

The multiple- choice item, not surprisingly, was found to be

the most common test item since it is employed by 77'4 of the

respondents. A majority of the respondents noted that they

include (1) definition development items--(;;01, (2) fill-in

items--;q4, () sentence development items--54cf, and (A) synonym

ti



matching items--q2 a4. mable 7 presents the nercentnPe of

respondents in each institutional category using each of the

seven item formats. Nearly 49°4 of the respondents noted other

item formats, such as definition matching, word element matching,

short essay, nuzzles, and context clue usage.

Place mable about here

Tnstructional methods

mhe elements of the vocabulary development curriculum can be

taught to pupils with any of several instructional methods or

combination of methods. Forty eight of the respondents noted the

various instructional practices they follow when teaching

vocabulary skills, An individualized approach in which students

work with either workbooks, skills series, worksheets, etc.,

throughout the quarter is employed most often. mhe only other

approach endorsed by a majority of respondents is the traditional

method of assigning a vocabulary chapter for homework, then

reviewing and correcting the exercise in class. mable 4 lists

the percentage c)-' respondents in each institutional category

using the eight ditferent methods. It is interesting to note

that a majority of the instructors in vocational/technical

schools (ncf,) appear to rely on audiovisual materials in a lab

setting for individualized instruction.

Place mable 4 about here
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Instructional Plements

mhe respondents were asked to identify which of 14 elements

of a possible vocabulary development curriculum they generally

covered in their respective courses. mhese instructional

elements are ordered according to the frequency with which they

are taught: (1) words in context-00°i,, (2) word elementsR,

dictionary/reference utilizationRV', (4) pronunciation

(q figurative language-6, () etymolog7T-7°',

(7) word families-7, (P) college content field--Act, (0)

misused words--(W, (10) foreign words--'39°I, (11-) jargonTh'",

(12) descriptive words-1°", (1'3) words derived from proper

nouns-2(7)qt, and (14) slang-24(4. maple demonstates that the

five most favored instructional elements do not vary appreciably

across institutional categories.

lace enable about here

Tnstructor Designed Activities

Although vocabulary texts generally include practice

activities in each chanter or unit to reinforce the meanings of

new words, it is not unusual for instructors to employ various

practice activities of their own design. mhe researchers wished

to determine the nature of the activities utilized by the

resnondents. several practice activities from the 14 noted on

the questionnaire are used by a malority of the resnondents.

ordered by frequency of use, the activities annear as fo1lowq:

10



(1) words in contextR(1°1, (9) definitions-7R4, (7) multiple-

choice auestions-774, (4) sentence corn nleti on-6 , (q)

matching --6"A4, (6) word elementsq7ce, (7) analogies-- i17°', (R)

fill-ins--7c4, (0) word element fill-ins--"Aqce, (10) crossword

puzzles-774, (11) word search164, (12) word scrambles-144,

(17) acrostics-104; and (14Y crisscross puzzles-4v. mhese

results suggest a preference across institutional categories in

favor of activities which mirror test items commonly found on

objective teacher-made tests. mo a lesser degree, respondents

utilized more complex activities which are not as easy to

correct. 'his preference is further borne out by 'able 6 which

ranks the preferred activities within each institutional

category.

14ace '"able 6 about here

Mscussion

Related to the findings of this survey are four issues which

warrant further discussion.

1. vo single vocabulary textbook was endorsed by a majority

of the respondents. T4owever, even when a text was preferred,

there appeared to be no clear rationale for its selection. nne

reason may be that many respondents do not utilize text selection

criteria. vor instance, criteria could be based on what research

has shown to be the successful methods and techniques for

develoninp vocabulary knowledge, as opposed to reasons or



convenience or tradition. The fact that rennonlents did

describe a. clear rationale for text selection 'nay so+usily

reflect a lack or ambiguity of goals f'or the vocabulary propr.tm.

without a clear idea of what vocabulary instruction is exnerst 1

to accomplish, it is not surnrising that texts are often eho-70n

for vague or arbitrary reasons.

P. Pesnondents do not always assess vocabulary knowlolpe

with the proper instruments. All too often, survey-level tests

such as the velson-nenny Reading Test are used f'or diagnostic

purposes. Pew vocabulary tests annear to be targeted Por the

college reading nonulation. vevertheless, this dearth oP tenting

material does not remove responsibility from instructors to use

standardized instruments in the manner in which they were

nrimarily designed. This nroblem noints to the need for each

college reading snecialist to nossess a basic knowledge of sound

measurement practices. Future sessions at state reading con-

ferences would prove to be valuable for sharing knowledge al-mu+

testing issues. An outgrowth of these sessions might be tho

development of a diagnostic vocabulary instrument for college -

level students.

7. related to the aforementioned issues of standarli7e,1

assessment are several additional concerns with the 1120 or

informal, teachar-made instruments in evaluating stu1ont.7'

mastery of a vocabulary cornus. instructors should plan

assessment activities that measure the students' growth in the

receptive asnects oP vocabulary knowledge renuired for collePe

reading and listening tasks. Tn addition, assessment activitie-

10



should stress equally the students' ability to utilize accurately

the same terms in the expressive or communicative function of

speaking and writing. On the surface, at least, it appears that

the respondents to this questionnaire do use a variety- of test

items that measure both aspects of vocabulary mastery. vet,

without a careful review of teacher-made instruments, it is

impossible to determine the extent to which types of items are

actually employed in measuring students' receptive and expressive

mastery of a vocabulary corpus. Secondly, if knowledge of a

Particular corpus of words is a defined goal of a reading course,

student mastery should be assessed not only for short-term recall

through weekly tests or section tests but also for long-term

recall with cummulative final tests. The results from the survey

suggest that both of the above recommendations can be readily

incorporated into existing programs.

4. Postsecondary reading specialists across the state

appear to favor a. skills-based approach to vocabulary

instruction. Such instruction generally.- stresses the

presentation of concepts at the word level with elaboration to

the context of the sentence. moreover, it appears that only a

limited number of instructors place equal or greater emphasis on

expanding word knowledge through a whole text, interactive

reading mode. For example, even the teaching of clues for

unlocking word meanings in context, a task particularly well

suited to whole text activities, appears to be limited to

examples at the sentence level. Given the current direction of

vocabulary teaching, an additional dimension for instruction



would he to emnhasize vocabulary expansion through the

utilization of whole text materials such as trade hooks, crrent

periodicals, and appropriate college texts.

Conclusion

mhe link between reading comprehension and word knowledge

has so strong a research base as to suggest that it is

pedagogically sound to teach vocabulary development in college

reading courses. Rased on responses to the questionnaire

discussed here, students in Georgia's postsecondary reading

courses are receiving vocabulary instruction through a variety of

instructional methods and teaching techniques.

Since the survey was descriptive in nature, it provides

little in the way of qualitative information about the

effectiveness of the reported materials and methods. Tn the long

run, it is the responsibility of the reading specialist and

Program coordinator to ensure the vocabulary development

curriculum is pedagogically sound and meets program goals. while

these goals may be narrowly focused to include student growth on

either campus-snecific mastery tests or statew'i'de instruments

such as the Pasic Skills Examination and later the Regents'

Reading Pxamination, it is hoped that they are broadened in

scope to include the development of extensive depth and breadth

of vocabulary knowledge. either way, setting goals for a

vocabulary program leads to a clear rationale for the adoption of

texts, the development of well-planned instructional methods and

techniques, and the selection and design of appropriate

assessment instruments.
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Table 1

Assessment Instruments Used for Measuring Vocabulary Achievement (n=49)

Type of

Instrument

Community Colleges
(n=16)

Comprehensi4e Colleges

(n=17)

Universities
(n=3)

Vocational/Technical
Schools (n=13)

Regular

Use

Diagnostic
Use

Regular
Use

Diagnostic
Use

Regular
Use

Diagnostic
Use

Regular

Use

Diagnostic
Use

Standardized reading

test-vocabulary
section

81%

,

31% 88% 41% 62% 23%

Standardized vocabu-
lary test 6% 18% 18% 15% 8%---

Informal test from
an instructional
manual

37% 6% 35% 12% 33% 31% 8%

Informal test
developed by

teacher

44% 41%. --- 66% 38% --

Departmental test 19% 12% 6% 23% 8%---

19
20



Table 2

Class Tests Used for Asinsing Vocabulary Growth (n=48)

Community Colleges
(n=16)

Comprehensive Colleges
(n=16)

Universities
(n=3)

Vocational/Technical
Schools (n=13)

Chapter tests (56%) Final tests (69%) Chapter tests (33%) Pretest-posttest (69%)

Section tests (56%) Chapter tests (56%) Section tests (33%) Section tests (46%)

Final tests (56%) Section tests NA) Final tests (33%) Final tests (38%)

Pretest-posttest (31%) Pretest-posttest (50%) Pretest-posttest Chapter tests (23%)( )

2i 22



Table 3

Item Formats for Teacher-Made Vocabulary Tests (n=48)

Community Colleges
(n=16)

Comprehensive Colleges
(n=16)

Universities
(n=3)

Vocational/Technical
Schools (n=13)

Multiple choice (81%) Multiple choice (75%) Multiple choice (67%) Multiple choice (77%)

Fill-in (81%) Write a definition (69%) Analogies (67%) Write a definition (77%)

Use word in a
sentence (75%)

Synonym matching (50%) Write a definition (67%) Fill-in (54%)

Synonym matching (62%)

True-false
statements (50%)

Synonym matching (33%) Synonym matching (46%)

True-false Use word in a

True-false
statements (56%)

Fill-in (50%) statements (---) sentence (46%)

Analogies (50%)

Use word in a
sentence (50%)

Analogies (8%)Fill-in ( )

Use word in a True-false

Write a definition (50%) Analogies (19%) sentence (---) statements (---)

24
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alb Table 4

Instructional Methods for Vocabulary Development (n=48)

Instructional Method

Percentage Using Methods in Each Institutional Category

Community
Colleges
(n=16)

Comprehensive
Colleges

(n=16)

Universities
(n=3)

Vocational/
Technical

Schools (n=13)
Total
(n=48)

Individualized work with
varied materials

Assignments in a vocabu-
lary text completed
outside of class

Audio-visual activities

Independent work in a
programmed text

Student-developed
vocabulary collection.

Assignments in a
vocabula.7y text com-

pleted in class

Computer-assisted
instruction

Peer-teaching

87%

75%

15%

44%

19%

12%

19%

6%

81%

62%

37%

37%

31%

12%

25%

6%

69%

15%

54%

38%

31%

46%

23%

15%

69%

58%

44%

40%

25%

23%

21%

8%

---

33%

33%

33%

33%

---
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Table 5

The Most Commonly Employed Curriculum Elements

of Vocabulary Development (n=49)

Community Colleges
(n=16)

Comprehensive Colleges
(n=17)

Universities
(n=3)

Vocational/Technical
Schools (n=13)

Words in Context (94%) Word Elements (94%) Word Elements (100%) Words in Context (92%)

Dictionary/Ref- Words in Context (88%) Etymology (67%) Dictionary/Ref-
erence Utilization (94%) erence Utilization (92%)

Figurative Words in Context (67%)
Etymology (87%) Language (88%) Word Elements (77%)

Figurative
Word Elements (81%) Dictionary/Ref-

erence Utilization (71%)
Language (67%) Pronunciation

Skills (77%)
Figurative Dictionary/Ref-
Language (75%) Word Families (59%) erence Utilization (67%) Word Families (46%)

Word Families (75%) Pronounciation
Skills (67%)
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Table'6

Instructor-Designed Activities for Building Vocabulary (n=49)

Community Colleges
(n=16)

Comprehensive Colleges
(n=17)

Universities

(n=3)

Vocational/Technical

Schools (n=13)

Definitions (87%) Words in context (94%) Analogies (67%) Definitions (77%)

Fill-ins (81%) Matching (82%) Multiple choice (33%) Multiple choice (69%)

Multiple choice (81%) Jultiple choice (76%) Words in context (33%) Words in context (69%)

Words in context (81%) Definitions (76%) Definitions (33%) Sentence
completion (54%)

Analogies (81%) Sentence
completion (76%)

Word elements (33%)

Matching (46%)

Fill-ins (46%)

:3U
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SURVEY OF INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES: VOCABULARY SKILLS

Please help us to determine the nature of vocabulary instruction
utilized by college reading and study skills specialists in this
region of the nation by completing this questionnaire. It should
take no longer than fifteen mintues to answer the items. hhile
the questions or categories call for simple check-off type
responses, we welcome any comments you might be willing to share.

I. Texts issued During the 1982-1983 Academic Year: Please list
any vocabulary texts you assign to your classes.
A. Author: Title:

Reason for selecting this text:

B. Author:

,111111..

Title:

Reason for selecting this text:

a

111

,IIMMINILIN!=1=

amMI

,MOINIMEMII1111.

C. Author: Title:

Reason for selecting this text: =11.1

IX. Assessment Activities Used in Classes: (A) Please put a
check next TirailicirIEF assessment instruments you regularly
use for initial screening activities or for assessment vocabulary
achievement levels. (B) Please put a "D" next to each instrument
you use for diagnostic purposes.

Vocabulary section of .a standardized reading test (Please
TIEE-the instrument)

MIIM11111111

Standardized vocabulary test (Please list the instrument)
111011111 -

Informal vocabulary instrument provided in an instructional
manual

Informal vocabulary instrument you developed. for use with
your pupils

Vocabulary test developed by your department, school, etc.
Tramal norms may or may not have been developed)

Other
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Survey of Instructional Practices: Vocabulary Skills, page 2

III. Instructional Assessment: (A) Please put a check next to
each type of test you regularly use to monitor vocabulary growth
over a semester.

Chapter tests Section tests

Final test Other (explain)

Pretest posttest

mMIIIIOM

(B) Please put a check next to each of the types of test items
you.generally use on your class tests.

_____Synonym Matching True-False Statements

Multiple Choice Items. Analogies Fill-in Items

Students use words in sentences

Students provide definitions or synonyms

Other (explain)

IV. Instructional Practices: Please put a check next to each of
the 511167WErTiTIFERTagl practices you follow when teaching
vocabulary skills.

Students undertake regular vocabulary assignments keyed to a
vocabulary text. Assignments ere generally completed in class.

Students undertake regular vocabulary assignments keyed to a
vocabulary text. Assignments are completed outside of class and
then reviewed in class.

Students undertake individualized work in a vocabulary text/
workbook, skills series, worksheets, etc. throughout t1N,
semester.

Studentd undertake independent work with a programmed text.

Students undertake computer-assisted instructional
Vanities.

Students keep an individualized vocabulary collection (e.g.,
Tgaler System).

Students undertake peer-teaching activities on a regular
EMT.

Students undertake audio-visual activities.

Other
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Survey of Instructional Practices: Vocabulary Skills, page 3

V. Instructional Cate ories: Please put a check next to each of
the vocabulary categories you generally cover with your students.

Etymology/Historical Contexts Vord Elements

Foreign Words s argon _____Words derived from proper0101106

nouns Misused t,:ords College Content Field

Words in Context Figurative Language Slang

Word Families D escriptive Words

Dictionary/Reference Utilization Pronounciation Skills

Other

VI. Practice Activities: Please check each of the practice
activities you use with your students.

Acrostics matching Fill-ins

Crossword Puzzles Word Element Fill-ins

Crisscross Puzzles Word Searches multiple Choice

Words in Context Definitions Uord Elements

Word Scramble

Other

Analogies Sentence Completion

VII. Please check the type of institution at which you are
currently teaching.

Research University (doctorate granting)

Odmprehensive University or College (non-doctorate granting)

Liberal Arts College Community/Junior College

Technical College Other

VIII. What is your current level of appointment?

Professor Associate Professor A ssistant Professor

Lecturer Teaching Assistant

Student Services Officer Counselor Learning
IFFEralist OtherStaffPosition Other/wader-FITE-Position
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Survey of Instrbctional Practices: Vocabulary Skills, page 4

Please put a check next to each of the types of institutions
where you have taught.

Elementary School diddle School High School

Community College Technical School

Liberal Arts College Comprehensive University/College

Research University (doctorate granting)

Adult Basic Education Program

Please put a second check next to the type where
you taught for the longest period of time.

X. Please provide your name and address if you would like a
summary of the survey.

Name

Address

11.1111111MIP

VII11111

Return this survey to Norman A. Stahl, Division of Developmental
Studies, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA 30303.

13"
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